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Custom Research

• Digital Asset Market Structure: Institutions Take the Reins

• Stablecoins Rock the Boat, Clarity Needed to Calm the Waters

• Digital Asset Securities: Prepare for Launch

• Cryptocurrencies: The Road Ahead May Not Be Cryptic Anymore

• Blockchain-Transferred Funds Bring Traditional Investments “On Chain”

• Financial Advisors Questioned by Retail Investors on Inflation, Crypto, 
but not PFOF

• Retail Investors Want Crypto, but Advisors Face Roadblocks
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Research Verticals
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Studies the evolution of the fixed-income market with a focus on electronification,
the trading venue landscape, the role of dealers, emerging liquidity providers,
the needs of institutional investors, and the impacts of new and expected regulation

Examines the trading and investment process, OMS/EMS/RMS/PMS evolution, TCA
metrics, algorithmic trading trends, ETF expansion, ESG innovations, and the changing
competitive dynamics among the exchanges, TS/MTF/SDPs, market makers and
other market participants, as well as the overarching regulatory framework

Explores the investment technology that enables as well as disrupts capital
markets, including trading technology, digital assets/crypto, data and analytics,
cloud computing, AI/ML, and distributed ledger technology

Looks at how market participants hedge currency risks and express directional
views, as well as the technologies used and platforms available to effectively
access these markets and ensure proper execution

Examines the competitive landscape for the provision and analysis of market data,
alternative data, reference data, and emerging data types used to drive capital
market businesses; also explores the use of and spending on data by banks,
investors and nonbank liquidity providers

Follows the evolving global regulatory landscape and studies risktech and regtech
infrastructure adoption by market participants to manage regulatory risk and
market oversight, and drive the shift to proactively protecting market integrity

Studies the changing face of the relationship among asset managers, financial
advisors and individual investors, as well as the impact of new technology on
the wealth management process
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